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Victoria Jugeli (Tbilisi) 

THE GEORGIAN LIFE OF JULIAN-SABA (COD. SIN. GEORG. 6)  
AND ITS GREEK AND SYRIAC SOURCES 

(HISTORIA PHILOTHEA BY THEODORET OF CYRUS) 

The Georgian translations of the writings of the blessed Theodoret of 
Cyrus (393-466), one of the most prominent representative of the 
Antiochene theological school, are mostly rendered in Georgian from the 
Greek, a few from the Russian and Armenian sources. During the research 
of the Georgian translations of Theodoret‟s writings one of them appeared 
a work, the direct source of which seems to be the Syrian.  

The Life of Julian-Saba, the 2nd chapter of the Historia Philothea by the 
blessed Theodoret of Cyrus, rendered by an anonymous translator, is 
preserved in the cod. Sin. Georg. 6, copied in 981 by an anonymous copyist. 
In the manuscript the author of the work is not mentioned. His name was 
ascertained by Korneli Kekelidze.1 The work had been published by 
Simon Janashia (Arili Festschrift, 1925, 1-24; Works, vol. III, Tbilisi 1959, 160-
180 (in Georgian)), who did not have an access to the Greek original and 
compared the Life to another Georgian translation (cod. A 689) by Ephrem 
Mtsire. He pointed to the differences and admitted that these two 
translations represent two different versions. The Greek source of the 
work is published by P.Canivet and A.Leroy-Molinghen in Théodoret de 
Cyr, Histoire des Moines de Syrie (= HMS). SC 234. Paris: Cerf, 1977, 194-245. 

The first part of the manuscript Sin. Georg. 6 includes three pieces: On 
the Life of the Virgin (2r-12r), Life of Symeon the Stylite the Elder (12r-66v) and 
the aforementioned work (66v-83r). It seems that these three works 
represented the manuscript separate from the works that follow. The Life 

                                                 
1 Janashia S., Works, vol. III, Tbilisi 1959, 156. 
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of Symeon the Stylite is the only work from this part, the source language of 
which is established. It is Syriac.2  

The rendition of the proper names in the Life of Saba indicates that the 
Life was also translated from the source written in consonant script. The 
sources could be Syriac or Arabic. Our attention to the Syriac sources draw 
the title of the Georgian translation, where the name of Julian (“ivliana” 

ivliana) is represented in a same way as it is pronounced in Syriac, that is 

“iouliana”/“ivliana” (), as well as other proper names rendered 

after their Syriac equivalents. 
The Syriac translation of the Life of Julian-Saba is preserved in the 7 

manuscripts: Berl. syr. 26/3213 (740-741, 173v-179v), Par. syr. 235 (XIII c., 
25v-32r),4 Brit. Mus. Add 14644 (V-VI cc., 52v-63v),5 Add. 14612 (VI-VII ss., 
186r-193v),6 Add 12160 (VII c., 117r-128v),7 Add 14645 (935-936, 118v-126r)8 
and Add 12174 (1197, 283r-285r). It has been published after Berl. (=B) and 
Par. (=P) manuscripts in the Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum. Ed. P. Bedjan. T. 
VI. Parisiis, Lipsiae, 1896, 380-404 (=AMS). 

The Syriac translation is quite good rendition of the Greek original, 
however, sometimes divergences also reveal. They can be admitted at the 
very beginning of the work, where one toponym is changed, another – 
omitted. In the Greek text is written that Julian-Saba built his cell in the 
place called before “of Parthians” and now “of Osroene”. In the Syriac 

translation instead of “Osroene” is written  (arza ayka B) and 

 (azrayna P).9 Though arza ayka in Syrian writing somehow 

resembles Osroene _  („osra „yne, cf. jOsrohvnh), still it is 

                                                 
2 Garitte G., Vies Géorgiennes de S. Syméon Stylite L‟Ancien et de S.Éphrem, CSCO 171, t. 7, 

Louvain, Imprimerie Orientaliste L. Durbecq, 1957, I. 
3 Sachau E., Verzeichnis der Syrischen Handschriften der Königlichen Bibliothek zu 

Berlin, Berlin 1899, 94, 98, 99; HMS 1, 62; Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum, Ed. P. Bedjan. 
T. VI. Parisiis, Lipsiae 1896, IX. 

4 Zotenberg, Hermann, Catalogues des manuscrits syriaques et sabéens (mandaïtes) de 
la Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1874, 185, N 6; 187; AMS 6, IX; 
HMS 1, 62. 

5 Wright W., Catalogue of the Syriac Manuscripts in the British Museum, Part III, 
London 1872, 1083, 1084.  

6 Wright W., op. cit., 700, N 30.  
7 Ibidem; 1090, N 2. 
8 Ibidem; 1111, 1113, N 8. 
9 AMS 6, 38020, n. 1. 
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mistake. Another toponym mentioned in the Greek original, jAdiabhvnh (h}n 
jAdiabhvnhn oiJ meta; tau'ta wjnovmasan “was called Adiabene by those who 
came after”), is omitted in the Life of Saba, as it is omitted in the Syrian 
translation that says instead: “which previously had been called 

differently” (, AMS 6, 

3815). It seems that translator either could not read these toponyms or 
could not understand them. 

Life of Saba Life of Saba 
(translation) 

HMS, 2.1. 

amas netarsa pirvelad 
saxeli ewoda ivliana... 
ese netari iyo queya-
nisa, romelsa ewodebis 
arzini da iqmna man 
mTasa zeda mcirÀ tala-
vari da mun daemkÂdra 
ganSorebulad kacTagan. 
da ewoda mas mkÂdrTa 
mier mis queyanisaTa 
saxeli „saba‟, romlisa 
TargmanebaÁ ars „moxu-
cebuli‟, rameTu yove-
lsa bersa asurebr ewo-
debis saba. ese mTaÁ ars 
friad maRali da sazR-
vari misi miawevs kidem-
de didisa mis mdina-
risa, romelsa ewodebis 
evfrati; da ese esaz-
Rvrebis berZenTa saÃel-
mwifosa da ewodebis 
aTor, romeli Sesdgams 
sameufosa sparsTasa. ese 
iyo pirvelad saxeli 
queyanisaÁ mis. xolo 
ukuanaÁsknel ewoda mkÂ-
drTa misTagan ladib. 

This blessed (man) was 
from the country, that 
is called Arzini and 
made a small tent for 
himself on the moun-
tain and began to live 
there far from people. 
And he was called by 
inhabitants of this 
country by the name 
Saba, the translation of 
which is 'old man' 
since every old man in 
Assyrian is called Saba. 
This mountain is very 
high and its boundary 
reaches to the end of 
the large river, which 
is called Euphrates; it 
borders with the 
country of the Greeks 
(=Romans) and is na-
med Athor, which joins 
the kingdom of Per-
sians. At first it was the 
name of this country, 
but at a later time it 
was called Ladib by its 
inhabitants.  

jIouliano;", o}n Savban 
ejpivklhn oiJ ejpicwv-
rioi timw'nte" wjno-
mavzon – to;n de; 
presbuvthn th'/ 
eJllavdi fwnh'/ shmaiv-
nei to; o[noma –, ejn 
th'/ pavlai me;n Parq-
uaivwn, nu'n de; 
jOsrohnw'n 
ojnomazomevnh/, th;n 
ajskhtikh;n kaluvbhn 
ejphvxato: diateivnei 
de; au{th pro;" me;n 
eJspevran mevcri" 
aujth'" tou' potamou' 
th'" o[cqh" – 
Eujfravth" de; o[noma 
touvtw/ –, pro;" h{lion 
de; ajnivsconta to; 
tevrma e[cei th'" 
JRwmaivwn hJgemoniva": 
hJ ga;r jAssuriva 
diadevcetai, pevra" 
ou\sa eJspevrion th'" 
Persikh'" basileiv-
a", h}n jAdiabhvnhn 
oiJ meta; tau'ta wjnov-
masan. 
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AMS (translation) 
The Blessed Juliana is he, 
whom inhabitants with 
respect call Saba, since this 
name, Saba, indicates 
“elder”. At first he settled 
in the place, called Of Par-
thians, and now is called 
Arza Ayka (Azrayna P). On 
it he set up monastic cell. 
This place to the West 
attains to the bank of 
river, called Euphrates, to 
the East – to the boundary 
of the Romans‟ Empire. 
Then follows Athor (=Sy-
ria), which borders upon 
the Persian Empire and 
which previously had 
been called differently. 

AMS, 3801-3815. 








(P )










 

Toponyms in the Life of Saba do not follow the Greek original. They are 
rendered without Greek -hnh suffix, following Syriac pronunciation: 

Life of Saba HMS Syriac 
equivalent 

AMS 

 
arzini (Arzin) 

[ jArzanhvnh] 
 
 
jOsrohvnh 
(2.1) 

 Arzoun 

 

 

„Osra  „yne 

 Arza ayka (B) 

 Azrayna (P) 

aTor (Athor) jAssuriva 
(2.1) 

= Athor 

ladib (Ladib) jAdiabhvnh 
(2.1) 

() 

Khdy(a)b 

_ 

ganSiris 
(Ganshiris) 

Givndaro" 
(2.9) 

= Gandares 

halabi (Halab) Bevroia 
(2.9) 

= Khalab 
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Syria (jAssuriva), the equivalent of which in the Life of Saba is “aTor” 

athor, in Syriac is pronounced similarly:  (AMS 6, 3813). The same can 

be said about Bevroia (2.9) of the Greek text, instead of which in the Life of 
Saba appears “halabi” Halab, the Syriac equivalent of this form (AMS 6, 
3918).  

Another toponym, “ladib” Ladib ( jAdiabhvnh of the Greek original, 

which is spelled in Syriac as khadyb or  khadyab) does not 

preserve in Georgian Greek -hnh suffix and is written in the same way as 
it could be represented in the consonant source: as khdyb (resp. ladib). As to 
the difference of the first letters “la” and “kh”, it seems that in the Syriac 

manuscript source  („kh‟) was written in a greater size and the Georgian 

translator read it as “la” (cf. ByD1/ByDx ladyb/khdyb). In the Syriac edition 
Adiabene or Ladib is not mentioned. Instead there is written: 

 (AMS 6, 3815), that it “previously had 

been called differently”. These two words, (“differently”) and 

(“khadiab”), somehow resemble each other, that could make a 

ground for the mistake. 
In the same fragment “arzini” arzini (“the country Arzin”, Arzanene) 

is mentioned. Arzanene in Syriac is pronounced as Arzoun ().10 In 

the AMS edition  (arza ayka, B) and  (azrayna, P, 

38020) represent the equivalents for this toponym, being the misreading of 

the Greek  jOsrohvnh and Syriac  („osra „yne).  

The equivalent to the next toponym, “Ganshiris”, is “Gindaros” in 
Greek original (ejn toi'" peri; th;n Givndaron cwrivoi", 2.95, HMS 1, 214). The 

term alike with Ganshiris in the Encyclopedia of Islam only “Hanshir” can be 
found, however, it is not a geographical name, but a form of land tenure in 
the ancient Maghrib.11 The most relevant explanation of the word can be 
made in Syriac ground. To this toponym in Syriac translation of the AMS 

                                                 
10 Thesaurus Syriacus, Ed. R. Payne Smith. Hildesheim, New York: Georg Obms Verlag 

1981, 374; Vööbus A., History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient, vol. I. Louvain: 
Secrétariat du Corpus SCO, 1958, 324, n. 166; Encyclopaedia of Islam, vol. I,  Leiden, 
London: E.J.Brill and Luzac&Co 1960, 679 (Arzan, Syriac Arzōn).  

11 Op. cit., 661.  
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corresponds (b-gndrs,  „b‟ being preposition “in”, AMS 6, 3911). 

It seems that while translating into Georgian the Syrian (D) „d‟ and (}) „sh‟ 

consonants where confused (cf. gnshrs/gndrs), which is easily assumed in 

written Syrian text but not in Arabic (cf. د „d‟ and ش „sh‟), or in Greek 

where „sh‟ consonant does not exist. 
The comparison of the toponyms of the Life of Saba with those of the 

Greek original reveals that mistakes in the Life are the result of translating 
from the consonant source, particularly, from the Syrian. 

The Life of Saba and the Historia Philothea differ also in translation of 
anthroponyms. 

 

Life of Saba HMS Syriac equivalent AMS 

astriosi,  
ostrosi 

(Astrios, Ostros) 

jAstevrio" 
(2.7; 2.10, 2.12, 
2.16; 2.21) 

 Asteris 

ivliana 

(Ivliana) 

jIoulianov" 
(title, 2.1) 

 Ivliana 

ivlianoz/ 
ivliane 

(Ivlianoz/Ivliane) 

tou' oJmwnuvmou 
(2.14) 

 “his 

namesake”
valis (Valis) Oujavlh" 

(2.15) 
 Valis 

diaruros 

(Diaruros) 
Diovdwro" 
(2.16) 

 Diadoros 

farlit 

(Pharlit) 
 jAfraavth" 
(2.16) 

Afra„at 

Afrahat  

– 

 
Three anthroponyms are represented in 2.16: “saint men Pavlios and 

Diaruros and Pharlit”. They correspond in the Greek original to 
“Flabiano;" kai; Diovdwro"... kai; jAfraavth"” (2.167-9). In the second name, 

Diaruros (Diadoros, AMS, 3971, cf. Diovdwro"), it seems that 

instead of syriac ‟d‟ the translator red  „r‟. These two letters differ from  
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each other only with the dot which is placed under the letter in  „d‟, and 

above in  „r‟. As to the third name, Pharlit, the AMS edition does not 

mention him. However, it seems that in the immediate Syriac source of the 
Life of Saba, the name had been represented by its Greek equivalent (cf. 
V"Rp" afra„at). The first letter of this name is not translated since by the 

rules of the Syrian pronunciation " Alef, if it is the first consonant and is 

written without vowel, is not pronounced.12 As to the letter  in this name, 

in written Syriac " Alef and  Lamed can be easily mixed up (cf. 

frlt/(a)fr(a)at).  

The pronunciation of the name “valis” Valis, Oujavlh" in Greek (2.15), 

can also be explained by the rules of the Syrian pronunciation. The name 

is written in Syriac as  u(a)lis (AMS, 39517), however, since first letter 

'u‟, before the vowel is pronounced as v, the name has to be rendered as 

“valis”, as it is represented in the Life of Saba. 
There can also be found in the Life of Saba other proper names. It is 

remarkable that the translator attempts to make semantic difference in the 
same names by their different vocalization. In the Historia Philothea the 
name Asterios (jAstevrio", 2.7, 2.9, 2.15) is represented as the name of two 
different persons, of the disciple of Julian-Saba, and of the heretic sophist 
Asterios. In the Georgian translation the disciple is named as “Aistrios” 
(2.7) and “Astrios” (2.10, 2.12, 2.16), and the sophist – “Ostros” (2.21). It 
seems that the translator did not know how to render the name. It is 
significant that the Syrian edition for both persons, for ascetic (2.7, AMS, 

3894; 2.10, 39114; 2.16, 3976,13), as well as for the heretic (2.21, 40215) has the 

same name: “Asteris” (). 
There is another attempt to make semantic difference in the 

anthroponyms. The name Julian in the Life of Saba is represented as the 
first name of the ascetic Julian-Saba, ivliana (title, 2.1) and as the name of 
the emperor Julian the Apostate – ivlianoz/ivliane (2.14). However, in the 
Greek and Syriac texts the name of the emperor is not indicated but 
mentioned that he was Julian-Saba‟s namesake: “Then he learned about 

threats of his namesake () impious emperor” (AMS, 39410-11; 

Maqw;n de; tou' oJmwnuvmou me;n, dussebou'" de; basilevw" ta;" ajpeilav"). 

                                                 
12 A Compendious Syriac Dictionary. Ed. J. Payne Smith, Oxford, 1903, repr. 1976, 1.  
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The rendition of the proper names with mistakes can be found in other 
Georgian translations that were rendered from Syriac. There are many 
examples of it in the Life of Symeon the Stylite, that is preserved in the same 
manuscript as the Life of Saba (Sin. Georg. 6 and A 397).13 These names are: 

“skilipiosi” Skilipios (that is “Asclepiades”, ch. 121/ch. 101 in the 

Georgian translation), “dobenianosi” Dobenianos (“Domna”, 54/84), 

“ardobrisi” Ardobris (“Ardabourios”, 125/119), “dadianosi” Dadianos 

(“Dionysios”, 83/65), “dalanti” Dalanti (“Dalmatius”, 83/65), 

“baraqloni” Baraklon (“Barathon”, 27/25), “saba” Saba (“Sheba”, 79/62), 

“halbaia” Halbaya (“Khalab”, 39/73), “gidrisasa” Of Gidr (“Of Gindar”, 

64/92), “mTasa Toqamisasa” Mount Tokam (“Ukkama”, that is Black 

Mount, 88/71), “anziti” Anzit (“Anazit”, 65/65) and etc. Such incorrect 

translation frequently occurs when the translator either does not know the 
meaning of the word or is not acquainted with proper names mentioned. 

The traditional proper names are translated correctly, for example: 

“meleti” Meleti (cf. Melevtio", 2.15,  Militos, AMS, 3966), 

“akaki” Akaki (cf. jAkavkio", 2.9,16,  Akakis, AMS, 3915, 3974), 

“dionosi” Dionosi (Dionuvsio", 2.21;  Dionesios, AMS, 40212).  

There can be found some other fragments which are closer to the 
Syrian text and can be better explained by the Syrian source than by the 
Greek. The 5th subchapter contains the following phrase:  

 Life of Saba HMS AMS 

2.5. “zurgmodrekiT Tayua-

nismcemel” (“gave to the 

Lord due adoration 
bending down the back”). 

to;n de; eij" 
gh'n kata-
kuvptonta 
proskunei'n. 




“He bend down his 

back towards the 
earth” (38519-20). 

Syrian  means „the loin‟ and „the back‟. Thus the fragment is closer 

to the Syrian translation than to the Greek. 

                                                 
13 For the Syriac text of the Life of Symeon the Stylite the Elder see: AMS 4, 507-644; For 

its English translation: Doran R., The Lives of Simeon Stylites, Cistercian Studies 112; 
Kalamazoo M., Cistercian Publications 1992, 103-198, for the Georgian rendition: 
Garitte G., Vies Géorgiennes de S. Syméon Stylite L‟Ancien et de S.Éphrem. CSCO 
171, t. 7. Louvain: Imprimerie Orientaliste L. Durbecq 1957, 1-77.  
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 Life of Saba HMS AMS 

2.6. “aRdges munTquesve da 
moiqces adgiladve TÂsa, 
sada igi mkÂdr iyvnes. da 
kualadca eneba wmidasa 
sabas ganslvad udabnod 

Cueulebisaebr” (“He stood 

up instantly and turned to his 
place, where he dwelt. And 
again desired Saint Saba to go 
away to the desert as usual”). 

Ou{tw to; 
dihvghma 
sumperavna", 
ajnasta;" 
ei[ceto th''" 
ejpi; to; 
a[ntron oJdou'. 





“He stood up and 

to the cave, where 
he dwelt, turned to 
go in/go on a jour-
ney” (gv.38815-16).  

 
The Greek text says that the ascetic went to his cave. The Georgian text 

follows the Syriac source, where means to „go‟, „walk‟, „journey‟. The 

translator rendered its last meaning, specifying where Saba could walk. 
Another example from 2.10: 

Life of Saba HMS AMS 
“leRÂ darCeuli, ori 

modi” (“selected figs, two 

modios”) 

ijscavda"... duvo 
de; medivmnou". 


“two modios of figs” (39119). 

Modius (, plur.: ) is the Roman measure of weight and it 

values 1/6 of medimnus. It is noteworthy that the Georgian text does not 
match “medimnus” of the Greek original, but follows the Syriac source. 

One more example from the same chapter: 

Life of Saba HMS AMS 
“gardamoiRe ege queyanad, 
raÁTa vWamo awve winaSe 

Sensa!” (“put it down, for I will 

eat it now in front of you!”) 

Poihvsw... to; 
keleuovmenon, 
movnon ajpovqou 
to;n quvlakon o{ti 
tavcista. 

“I‟ll do, what you order to 

me, but put quickly down 
from your shoulders the 
load, that you brought!” 

() (gv. 39211). 

In the Greek original of the sentence neither “to eat”, nor “to bring” is 
mentioned. It seems that the mistake in the Georgian translation arouse 

from similarity of the verbs  ten „to bring‟, and tem „to eat‟.14 

These verbs differ only with the last consonant.  

                                                 
14 A Compendious Syriac Dictionary, 179. 
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The Syriac text can explain the mistake in the Georgian translation, 
which narrates about the sickness of Saba‟s disciple, while in the Greek 
original Saba himself becomes ill (2.18). Perhaps the translator did not pay 
attention to the punctuation mark between two sentences:  

Life of Saba HMS AMS 

“xolo akakios mowafesa 
berisasa ficxlad gan-
mRerebul iyvnes Ãorcni 
misni, da viTarca ixila 
yoveli igi krebuli, 
romelni movidodes be-
risasa kurnebisaTÂs sen-
Ta maTTaÁsa, Sewuxna 

friad” (“But the body of 
Acacius, the disciple of the 
monk (Saba) was gravely 
taken ill, and when he saw 
all the plentitude (of the 
people) that came to the 
monk for healing of their 
diseases, became sad”). 

All! Eujquv", i{na 
mavqwsin a{pante" wJ" 
a[nqrwpo" ei[h, 
katabolhv ti" aujtw' 
puretou' givnetai 
sfodrotavth. jAka-
kivou de; tou' megavlou 
to; me;n plh'qo" tw'n 
suneilegmevnwn 
oJrw'nto" kai; th;n 
sumba'san dusce-
raivnonto" ajrrw-
stivan plhghvsesqai 
ga;r tou;" sunelh-
luqovta" ejnovmisen, 
eij to; novshma mav-
qoien a[ndre" dia; 
th'" ejkeivnou ceiro;" 
qerapeivan euJrevsqai 
prosdokw'nte". 

“But soon, to realize that 
he (Saba) also was a 
man, (he) became ill with 
violent fever. Blessed Aca-
cius 

)


(:… 

looking at the appro-
aching plentitude (of vi-
sitors), became sad about 
his (Saba‟s) disease” 
(40015-4011). 

It seems that the disease of Acacius in the Life of Saba originates from 
the misreading of the Syriac text and, especially of its punctuation marks. 
Perhaps the translator read the dot after “the blessed Acacius”. It is 
obvious that for the Georgian translator it was difficult to understand the 
sentence, since in the whole subchapter there is only one proper name 
mentioned and this proper name is Acacius. 

In the last, 2.22 chapter occurs one more mistake caused by misreading 
of the consonant text.  

Life of Saba HMS AMS 

“viTar-igi borotad 
moakudina RmerTman 
mefÀ igi, da daadgina 

sxuaÁ mefÀ (“God ma-

de this King die mali-
ciously and appointed 
another King”)”. 

jAnovsia de; kat! 
aujtou' tw'/ Bala;k 
sumbouleuvsa", 
aujtou' devdwke 
divkhn uJpo; dexia'" 
jIsrahlitikh'" 
dexavmeno" th;n 
sfaghvn. 

“and when (he) advised to 
the King the impious 
advice” 

)  

(
(40316-18). 
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It is clear, that the reason of the mistake lies on misreading of Syriac 
text, particularly, of these three words:  

„to counsel‟, „advise‟; „to reign‟, „be king‟, „begin to reign‟, „come 

to the throne‟; „to make king‟, „crown king‟;  

, „a king‟, „ruler‟;  

, „counsel‟, „advise‟.15 

It seems that translator could not understand the real meaning of his 
unvocalized source to be rendered. 

The influence of the Syriac text can be found once more in the same, 
2.22 chapter: 

Life of Saba HMS AMS 
“xolo wmidaÁ saba 
warvida sayoflad” 

(“But the saint Saba 

went to the dwelling”). 

jEnqevnde toivnun 
ajpodhmhvsa" kai; 
tou;" qiaswvta" 
katalabwvn. 

“But after this the blessed 
set off and went to his 

monastery () and 

disciples” (4045-6). 

“The dwelling”, that is the monastery of Saba, is not mentioned in the 
Greek text, but only in the Syriac.  

In the Life of Saba the Bible is frequently cited. Each citation 
corresponds to the Greek original of the Historia Philothea. However, the 
citation of the Psal. 36.4 differs from the Greek text and follows the Syriac, 
both of them including the citation of the Psal. 36.7: 

Life of Saba HMS,Septuagint AMS 

“(36.7) daemorCile 
ufalsa da emone mas, 
(36.4) da man mogces Sen 
yoveli TxovaÁ gulisa 
SenisaÁ”  

(36.7: “Subordinate yourself 
to the Lord and enslave 
(yourself) to him”; 36.4: 
“and he shall give you each 
desire of your heart”) (2.2). 

Katatruvfhson 
tou' kurivou, 
kai; dwv/h 
(dwvsei Sept.) 
soi ta; 
aijthvmata th'" 
kardiva" sou. 

(36.7)


(36.4)


(“(36.7) Ask from the Lord 

and pray before him,  
(36.4) and ask from God and 
and he‟ll give you the desires 
of your heart”, 3828-9). 

                                                 
15 A Compendious Syriac Dictionary, 277. 
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In the Greek text of the sentence only Psal. 36.4 is cited. It makes the 
citation different from the Greek source and adjacent to the Syriac. In the 
Syriac the first part of the citation is identical to the Psal. 36.7 of the Syriac 

Psalterium (),16 while another one, with 

some differences follows the Psal. 36.4 

().17 It is significant, that the first part 

of the Life of Saba, that is the 36.7 (“Subordinate yourself to the Lord and 
enslave (yourself) to him”) does not exactly match the Syriac translation 

(„Ask from the Lord and pray before 

him‟), nor the Greek text of the Bible (iJkevteuson aujtovn), but is identical to 

the earlier Georgian translations of the Psalms, especially, to the cod. 
Sinaiticus of the 10th c.: “daemorCile ufalsa da emone mas” 

(“Subordinate yourself to the Lord and enslave (yourself) to him”). The 
same can be said about the second part of the citation, Psal. 36.4: “da man 

mogces Sen yoveli TxovaÁ gulisa SenisaÁ” (“and he shall give you 

each desire of your heart”).18 Thus, this citation represents the noteworthy 

example of the influence of the Syriac edition and simultaneously, of the 
earlier translations of the Georgian Bible. 

Nothing indicates that the Life of Saba was rendered from the Greek 
source. Besides, for the toponym Ganshiris „sh‟ consonant cannot be found 
in Greek. It is not rendered from Arabic either, since in this case the 
toponym Ganshiris/Gandares should have „j‟ as its first letter. Herewith, in 
the same toponym in Arabic handwriting „sh‟ and „d‟ letters cannot be 
mixed (cf. د „d‟ and ش „sh‟). Moreover, the only earlier Arabic manuscript, 

which preserves few chapters of the Historia Philothea (Jer. S. Marc 38A: 
1732, 1178 w.),19 does not include the Life of Julian-Saba. As to the rest of 

Arabic manuscripts, G.Graf indicates only one, Šarfeh syr. 11/6, 29, but it is 

of the 17th c.20  

                                                 
16 "Pete a domino, et ora coram eo” (Psalterium Syriacum. Halae, 1768, 83). 
17 "(Spera in Domino), et dabit tibi petitionem cordis tui” (Psalterium Syriacum, 1768, 83). 
18 fsalmunni, fsalmunis Zveli qarTuli  redaqciebi X-XIII saukuneTa xelnawe-

rebis mixedviT, Zveli qarTuli enis Zeglebi, t. XI, gamomc. mzeqala SaniZe, 
Tbilisi 1960, 88, 020 (C manuscript). 

19 Graf G., Geschichte der Christlichen Arabischen Literatur, Studi e Testi 18, Città del 
Vaticano: Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, 1944, 367; HMS 1, 63. 

20 Graf writes: “Bezüglich der Geschichte des Einsiedlers Julian Sabas in Šarfeh syr. 
11/6, 29 (karš., 17 Jh.) ist die Übereinstimmung mit dem Text bei Theodoret (ebd. 
1305-1324) ungewiss” (Graf, op. cit, 366-367). 
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On the basis of comparing the examined fragments, we may assume 
that the Life of Saba is rendered from the source written in unvocalized 
consonant script, to be exact, from the Syriac source. It is also clear that the 
Syriac AMS version, though stands close to the Life of Saba, is not the 
immediate source of the work. Therefore, the Georgian translation should 
be compared – and at the next stage we intend to compare – with the rest 
of the Syriac translations preserved in the rest of the manuscripts. 

Despite intensive cultural relations with Syria, there are very few 
works that claim to be translated from this language. Therefore the 
Georgian Life of Julian-Saba is an important literary work not only for the 
history of the Georgian translations, but for the history of the translations 
of Theodoret‟s writings. 

 


